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Praise for Tarot Unlocking the Arcana
"One of the first books from a whole new generation of young tarot readers and an outstanding book it is. In a casual, conversational,
style Angelo quickly does away with old myths and attitudes that stand in the way of a fresh appreciation of the cards." ~ Mary K.
Greer (21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card)
"In his first book Angelo takes us on his personal journey through learning the tarot, understanding its symbols and speaking their
language. His approach is straightforward, clearly explained and enjoyable. Drawing on his heritage as a Greek-American who is
enthralled by philosophy and world religions, Angelo offers a fresh perspective which will be welcomed by newbies and
experienced readers alike. Highly recommended!" ~ Anthony Louis (Tarot Beyond the Basics)
Funny, bright and useful, this book is a wonderful presentation of Tarot in its history, anecdotes, practical usage and accessible
definitions. There is a strong explanation of the elements and the astrological workings behind the scene of each card. His fresh
modern sensibilities show brilliantly in such examples as his past readings and results about Super Bowl winners and stars such as
Amy Winehouse. I also much appreciated new concepts to see the way tarot may actually work. The actual practical handling of the
cards, divination and reading for others is clearly spelled out without becoming didactic or flat. His theories about religious bias are
well researched and provocative. This subject deserves vigorous and deeper dialogue. ~ Nancy Antinucci (Intuitive Tarot)
Tarot: Unlocking the Arcana, is a welcome addition to the world of Tarot. With every chapter, Angelo demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the Tarot and a masterful ability to teach the reader how to comfortably and competently work with the symbols of
this venerable art. Especially helpful is his chapter on sample readings where he demystifies the process of interpreting and
communicating the messages of the Tarot. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced practitioner, you will find Angelo's book to
be an indispensable ally on your Tarot journey. ~ Sheilaa Hite (The Infinite Tarot Book)
Listen to a sample : Reading the 9 of Cups
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